Transtendon rotator-cuff repair of partial-thickness articular surface tears can lead to medial rotator-cuff failure
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Purpose: The purpose of this study was to evaluate clinical and anatomic outcomes of patients following transtendon rotator-cuff repair of partial articular supraspinatus tendon avulsion (PASTA) lesions.

Patients and methods: Patients in the senior author’s practice who had isolated PASTA lesions treated by transtendon rotator-cuff repair were included (n=8) and retrospectively reviewed. All patients were evaluated preoperatively and at a mean of 21.2 months (±9.7 months) postoperatively using standardized clinical evaluation (physical exam, American Shoulder and Elbow Surgeons, and Simple Shoulder Test). All patients underwent postoperative imaging with a magnetic resonance imaging arthrogram.

Results: There was a significant improvement in American Shoulder and Elbow Surgeons (42.7±17.5 to 86.9±25.2) and Simple Shoulder Test (4.6±3.2 to 10.1±3.8) scores from pre- to postoperative, respectively. Postoperative imaging demonstrated full-thickness medial cuff tearing in seven patients, and one patient with a persistent partial articular surface defect.

Conclusion: Transtendon repair of PASTA lesions may lead to improvements in clinical outcome. However, postoperative imaging demonstrated a high incidence of full-thickness rotator-cuff defects following repair.
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Introduction

Partial-thickness tears of the rotator cuff are common pathologic lesions, with prevalence increasing with age. Partial-thickness rotator-cuff tears have been classified according to location (ie, bursal surface, articular surface, or intratendinous), and further subclassified based on their depth. The acronym PASTA (partial articular supraspinatus tendon avulsion) lesion was introduced by Snyder, and despite improvements in diagnosis (by magnetic resonance imaging [MRI] or arthroscopy), treatment remains controversial.

In patients with PASTA lesions involving >50% of the tendon thickness or with >6 mm of footprint exposed, surgical repair of the tendon is generally recommended over simple debridement of the lesion. Options for surgical repair include completion of the tear followed by standard rotator-cuff repair or via transtendon rotator-cuff repair. Transtendon rotator-cuff repair maintains the intact lateral portion of the tendon while repairing the medial aspect of the tendon back to the footprint. Theoretical benefits of a transtendon repair include anatomic restoration of the footprint and maintenance of the normal intact lateral cuff, which may improve biological or biomechanical characteristics and enhance healing. Recent studies have
demonstrated that transtendon rotator-cuff repair can lead to improved clinical outcomes. However, the extent to which transtendon rotator-cuff repair restores normal footprint anatomy is unclear.

The purpose of this study was to evaluate the clinical outcome and anatomic features of a small consecutive series of patients following transtendon rotator-cuff repair of PASTA lesions. We hypothesized that patients would show improvement in clinical outcomes and demonstrate restoration of footprint anatomy postoperatively.

Patients and methods

Patients

The study was designed as a retrospective consecutive case series. The University of Calgary Conjoint Health Research Ethics Board approved this research. Fourteen patients, over a 3-year period, were identified as having isolated PASTA lesions treated by transtendon rotator-cuff repair. All patients consented to participate in the study. Any patients requiring a significant concomitant procedure (eg, bicep tenodesis, SLAP [superior labral tear from anterior to posterior] repair, acromioplasty) were excluded from this study. Patients failing standard nonoperative treatment (eg, physical therapy, injections, home exercise program) and willing to participate in follow-up were included. Eight patients had complete clinical and radiographic follow-up, and were included in the final analysis. Four patients had incomplete clinical evaluation, and two refused a postoperative magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) arthrogram (MRA) and were not included in the current study. There was one female and seven male patients with a mean age of 52.2±8.7 years, with one nondominant and seven dominant extremities. The mean duration of symptoms was 11.0±5.8 months. Six patients described a traumatic onset of symptoms, while two patients had an insidious onset of shoulder pain.

All patients underwent pre- and postoperative standardized clinical examination (American Shoulder and Elbow Surgeons [ASES] shoulder index score; score range is 10–100) and Simple Shoulder Test [SST]; score range is 0–12). A simple questionnaire was administered postoperatively to determine the rate of patient satisfaction with the procedure, based on a 10-point ordinal scale. In addition, the patients were asked whether they would choose to have surgery again, based on a yes/no response. Patient demographic information and results are presented in Table 1.

Surgical technique

The transtendon-repair technique has previously been reported. In brief, arthroscopic assessment was used to confirm an articular surface partial-thickness tear. The rotator cuff was debrided to viable healthy tissue, and the bone bed was debrided to a bleeding bone surface to enhance healing. The arthroscope was then inserted into the subacromial space, where a bursectomy was performed. A formal bony acromioplasty was not performed in these patients with articular surface rotator-cuff tears, which is the senior author’s preference. The bursal surface of the rotator cuff was carefully assessed to rule out significant bursal surface tearing or a complete rotator-cuff tear. By visual estimation, if approximately 50% or more of the tendon remained attached to the footprint of the rotator cuff, a transtendon repair was undertaken. The mean percentage of footprint involved was 62.1±18.1%. Patients with less than 50% of tendon thickness involved were treated by debridement, and were not included in the current study. The arthroscope was reintroduced into the glenohumeral joint, and an 18-gauge needle was used as a guide for anchor trajectory, ensuring that the anchor would be placed at a deadman’s angle of 45° or less. Anchors (5.5 mm Biocorkscrew®; Arthrex, Inc., Naples, FL, USA) were then placed percutaneously through a small stab incision lateral to the acromion, parallel to the 18-gauge needle, and inserted into the humeral head along the medial aspect of the footprint. If the tear involved greater than 1.5 cm in the anteroposterior dimension, a second anchor was inserted in the posterior medial aspect of the exposed footprint. Absorbable monofilament suture (PDS®; Ethicon, Somerville, NJ, USA) was shuttled through the tendon using a spinal needle to form a horizontal mattress pattern. Sutures were then tied in the subacromial space using a Sixth Finger (Arthrex) compressing the tendon against the medial aspect of the footprint.

Table 1 Baseline characteristics of all patients (n=8)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Mean ± SD</th>
<th>Count %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>52.2 ± 9.3</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size of tear (mm)</td>
<td>15.9 ± 7.6</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration of symptoms (months)</td>
<td>11.0 ± 5.8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preoperative ASES score</td>
<td>42.7 ± 17.5</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postoperative ASES score</td>
<td>86.9 ± 25.2</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preoperative SST score</td>
<td>4.6 ± 3.2</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postoperative SST score</td>
<td>10.1 ± 3.8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfaction score</td>
<td>8.9 ± NA</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: ASES, American Shoulder and Elbow Surgeons; SST, Simple Shoulder Test.
Patients underwent a standardized rehabilitation program involving 4–6 weeks of sling immobilization, with early active hand, wrist, and elbow motion. Passive external rotation was allowed immediately and forward elevation was initiated 3–4 weeks post-operatively. At 6 weeks, progressive range of motion was allowed with isotonic strengthening at 12 weeks. Strengthening exercises were instituted at approximately 10–12 weeks. By 6–12 months, unrestricted activities were permitted.

Clinical and radiographic evaluation
All patients underwent a standardized clinical examination, including ASES and SST scores by an independent evaluator blinded to the results of the follow-up imaging study. At final follow-up, all eight patients underwent a postoperative MRA. MRA is not routinely performed at our institution for clinical follow-up, but was included in this retrospective study to evaluate the anatomic outcome of transtendon repairs of partial articular surface rotator-cuff tears.

Prior to MRI, injection of contrast material was performed under fluoroscopic imaging via an anterior approach. The intra-articular position of the 20-gauge needle was confirmed, and 10–15 mL of gadopentetate dimeglumine (Magnevist®; Bayer Leverkusen, Germany) in a 1:200 solution with normal saline was injected.

MRI (1.5 T MAGNETOM® Avanto; Siemens, Munich, Germany) was immediately performed after injection of contrast material. Patients were imaged with the arm in neutral position. The following sequences were routinely obtained: T1-weighted coronal fat suppression (FS), coronal T2 FS, axial T1 FS, axial T2, sagittal T1 FS, sagittal T2.

All MRA images were performed and read by a dedicated musculoskeletal radiologist. The radiologist was blinded to the patient’s specific operative procedure and clinical outcome.

Statistics
Paired two-tailed Student’s t-tests were used to compare preoperative and postoperative outcome scores. All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS (IBM, Armonk, NY, USA).

Results
Clinical outcome
At a mean follow-up of 21.2 months (±9.7 months, range 12–36 months), seven of eight patients were satisfied with the procedure, and all eight would have the surgery again. There was a significant improvement in ASES scores from 42.7±17.5 preoperatively to 86.9±25.2 postoperatively (P=0.0002) and SST scores from 4.6±3.2 preoperatively to 10.1±3.8 postoperatively (P=0.001). All patients had improvement in ASES and SST scores postoperatively, except one who was dissatisfied with the outcome of the procedure but would still undergo the surgery again. This patient was involved in an ongoing litigation claim. When asked to score their subjective satisfaction on a 10-point ordinal scale, scores averaged 8.9, with only the patient with litigation involved scoring less than 8.

Anatomic outcome
During final clinical follow-up (mean 21.2 months, ±9.7 months, range 12–36 months), all eight patients were evaluated with postoperative MRA. No patient had a normal rotator-cuff tendon insertion. One patient demonstrated a persistent partial articular surface defect. However, the other seven patients demonstrated leakage of dye into the subacromial space, suggesting a full-thickness rotator-cuff tear (Figure 1). In all cases, the position of the needle was confirmed using fluoroscopy and a small amount of gadolinium dye. This is performed routinely by our radiologists. In no case was there inadvertent injection of the subacromial space or adjacent soft tissue (eg, subscapularis). However, in all cases with further dye injection, filling of the glenohumeral joint was followed by rapid extravasation of contrast into the subacromial space. This indicated correct positioning of the needle, but also a full-thickness rotator-cuff defect.

Figure 1 Arthrogram of a right shoulder, demonstrating dye leakage into the subacromial space indicative of a full-thickness rotator-cuff tear.
However, in our seven patients with full-thickness rotator-cuff defects, a significant tendon discontinuity was identified in only two. In these two patients, a discontinuous tendon with intervening contrast was identified medially to the tendon insertion into the bone (Figure 2). In the other five patients, an obvious or large tendon disruption was not demonstrated on MRA. However, in all five patients, there were areas within the repair that were suspicious for a tendon defect (e.g., area of thinness), which allowed dye to pass from the glenohumeral joint into the subacromial space (Figure 3). This therefore indicated a full-thickness tear. However, an actual retracted tendon defect was not apparent, due its relatively small size and imaging limitations, such as volume averaging. Due to the small number of total patients and the presence of only one patient with a completely intact rotator cuff (i.e., no full-thickness defect), valid statistical correlation was not possible.

**Discussion**

The current retrospective study demonstrated that trans-tendon rotator-cuff repair of PASTA lesions can lead to excellent clinical results in this small series of patients. While the number of patients in this study is limited, there was a significant improvement in clinical outcome scores following transtendon rotator-cuff repair (only one patient demonstrated low ASES and SST scores). Other authors have found similar results when repairing articular surface lesions, whether the tear was converted to a full-thickness tear and then repaired\(^ \text{[10-13]} \) or repaired using a transtendon technique.\(^ \text{[11,14,15]} \) To our knowledge, to date no study has compared nonoperative versus operative treatment of patients with partial-thickness rotator-cuff tears, and thus the clinical outcome of operative treatment over the natural history of partial-thickness rotator-cuff tears is unclear.

The anatomic results were extremely disappointing, with seven of eight patients having full-thickness defects through the rotator-cuff repair site based on MRA. Because of the poor anatomic results, we no longer routinely perform transtendon rotator-cuff repair in patients with high-grade (>50% of thickness torn) PASTA lesions. Castricini et al\(^ \text{[9]} \) reported on 33 patients following arthroscopic transtendon rotator-cuff repair. Twenty-two of their patients underwent postoperative MRI evaluation without intra-articular contrast. They had no patients with a full-thickness tear of the rotator cuff, although three patients had reduced tendon thickness.

In contrast, of the eight patients in our study who underwent postoperative MRA, seven showed dye extravasation into the subacromial space and were radiographically
diagnosed with a full-thickness tear. We are unaware of any other study utilizing postoperative MRA to evaluate the features of transtendon repair of PASTA lesions. While the majority of patients had improved clinical outcome, the prevalence of persistent rotator-cuff defects was surprising and disappointing. The sensitivity and specificity of MRA for PASTA lesions have been reported as 84% and 96%, respectively. Furthermore, a recent study demonstrated that MRA had a sensitivity of 96% and specificity of 99% for full-thickness rotator-cuff tears. Given the accuracy of MRA, these results suggest that despite repair using a transtendon technique, the majority of patients demonstrated full-thickness rotator-cuff defects despite initial partial-thickness tearing, which is likely related to the technique of repair.

Trantalis et al described an unusual structural mechanism of tendon failure following double-row rotator-cuff repair of full-thickness rotator-cuff tears. On follow-up MRA imaging in these patients, the footprint of the tendon appeared well fixed to the greater tuberosity, with normal thickness. However, the medial portion of the tendon was torn with full-thickness defects through the tendon medially to an intact footprint of the rotator cuff. In these patients, various full-thickness longitudinal defects were identified, medially to the tendon footprint and associated with the medial mattress sutures. These defects allowed dye to leak into the subacromial space on MRA, indicative of a full-thickness rotator-cuff tear.

We hypothesize that a similar mechanism of failure occurred in patients undergoing transtendon repair of partial-thickness tears. In these patients, similarly to patients undergoing double-row rotator-cuff repair, the medial mattress sutures absorb the majority of the load during early rehabilitation. During cyclic loading, failure of the tendon repair occurs initially at the medial mattress sutures, with the mattress sutures pulling through the tendon medially to the repair site. This can eventually lead to a full-thickness defect through the rotator cuff.

However, of the seven patients with reported full-thickness rotator-cuff defects, only one patient was dissatisfied with the procedure. This one patient, who stated they would still have surgery again, was involved in an ongoing litigation claim. The other six patients reported improvements in subjective and objective outcome measures. Therefore, the short-term clinical relevance of a small full-thickness defect through the medial mattress sutures is unclear, as is the natural history of these longitudinal defects. In this young patient population, any full-thickness defect, even those that are relatively small, should raise concerns, due to the potential of tear progression, both symptomatically and silently.

When surgeons are faced with a PASTA lesion, the optimal surgical treatment remains controversial. Transtendon rotator-cuff repair has the theoretical advantages of maintaining a viable and robust lateral tendon, potentially leading to a more anatomic reconstruction of the rotator-cuff footprint. Furthermore, recent biomechanical studies have demonstrated the superior mechanical properties of a transtendon rotator-cuff repair when compared to a double-row rotator-cuff repair.

Due to the poor anatomic outcomes, the senior author has now altered his indications for a transtendon repair. In this small series, all patients had >50% of the thickness torn (mean 62.1%), which may have contributed to the disappointing anatomic results. During surgery, we believe it is important to assess the integrity of the remaining intact tendon when considering a transtendon repair. While this can be difficult to determine, clinically careful evaluation of the quality of the remaining tissue, as well as an estimation of the amount of tendon thickness torn, is paramount. Where over 50% of the tendon is torn or the quality of the remaining tendon is poor, we do not recommend routinely performing a transtendon rotator-cuff repair. In contrast, completion of the tear with double-row rotator-cuff repair is our technique of choice. This technique reconstructs the footprint of the rotator cuff, and may minimize medial defects. A double-row footprint reconstruction technique is now performed in the majority of partial-thickness tears requiring repair, and may improve the prevalence of intact rotator-cuff repairs.

We now reserve transtendon repairs to rare cases of younger patients where 33%–50% of the tendon is torn, there are significant symptoms related to loss of strength, and a repair (as opposed to a debridement) is desired. In this situation, there remains a large amount of robust lateral tendon that can be preserved, which may potentially minimize medial defects.

When a transtendon repair is being considered, a number of technical factors may also be borne in mind. These include minimizing trauma to the remaining rotator-cuff tissue (eg, small implants, small suture-passing instruments, avoiding oblique suture passage), avoiding overtensioning of the repair (eg, avoiding excessive medial suture passage), and creating wide mattress stitches. Furthermore, when using two anchors, tying sutures between anchors in a double-pulley fashion creates the largest mattress suture possible, and may minimize suture pull-through. Finally, creating a suture-bridge construct utilizing the residual suture limbs of the medial mattress sutures may be considered. In larger tears, this may provide further compression of the tendon.
against the footprint, and may more evenly distribute load across multiple anchors, potentially minimizing suture pull-through.

This study was a retrospective case series and has a number of inherent limitations. It had a relatively small sample size, which may have introduced bias into the study, limiting its statistical strength. The follow-up period was relatively short, and we did not have a control group to make comparative inferences. Furthermore, six patients were lost to follow-up and were not included in the study. Four patients had incomplete clinical follow-up, and two patients refused postoperative imaging using MRA. The impact of these patients lost to follow-up should be strongly considered. However, within the purpose and scope of the study, we still believe that the results are clinically meaningful. We believe our results are significant, should be taken into consideration when treating patients with PASTA lesions, and provide direction for further research.

Conclusion

Transstend repair of PASTA lesions may lead to improvements in clinical outcome. However, there was a high incidence of full-thickness rotator-cuff defects following repair based on MRA follow-up.
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